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ABSTRACT

Artists who do not know how to program a computer have to use an artist-oriented system offering the possibility of making most scenes of a computer-animated film. This system must provide facilities for controlling main actor motions, virtual camera handling and lighting.

In the case of very complex motions, procedural models can be programmed by a specialist but it is essential that the control of these procedural models be assured by the animator in the interactive system. This means that the new motion has been added to the system; in fact, the system is extensible.

We have designed such a system, called MIRANIME, composed of an animator-oriented system called CINEDIT and an animation sublanguage called CINEMIRA-2.
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INTRODUCTION

Most authors (1, 2, 3) distinguish two types of computer animation: computer-aided animation and modelled animation.

The first type of animation is used in the cartoons of Walt Disney or Hanna-Barbera. In this type of two-dimensional character animation, the computer may have a role to play in three main areas: the creation of drawings, the production of in-betweens, and painting. In each of these areas, computer-assisted animation and interactive user-oriented systems are normally used: e.g. graphics editors, key-frame systems and paint systems.

The second type of animation corresponds to animation sequences in which three-dimensional models move about in three-dimensional space. The process is very complex without a computer. Modelled animation has been used in television advertisements (4) and for special effects in films like "Star Trek II", "Return of Jedi" and especially in "TRON". 3D computer animation involves three main activities:

1) object modeling
2) motion specification and synchronization
3) image rendering.

Although there are problems in computer-aided animation (1), various animator-oriented systems have been developed (5, 6, 7) and they work. They can be used by non computer-scientist artists. In modelled animation, the problem is more complex and always centers around the question: programming language or animator-oriented system? The production of three-dimensional computer-animated films using a graphical programming language is time-consuming. For example, it took 14 months to produce the 13 minutes film DREAM FLIGHT (8) although we have used structured programming with the MIRA-3D language (9) based on high-level graphical types (10).

Moreover, such an approach implies that animators also have to be programmers. User-friendly interactive systems have the great advantage of being dedicated to artists but they impose limits on the creativity of artists who would like to exploit all the possibilities of a computer. Special effects like the ones shown in Fig. 1 and 2 are difficult to produce without programming. Apart from 3D key-frame Animation Systems like BBOOP (11) or MUTAN (12), there are not many examples of artist-oriented 3D systems except ANTS (13, 14). Part of the spectacular effects in TRON, for instance, have been produced by Information International Inc. using ASAS (15) which is a typical programming language used for computer animation.

Our approach is the following one: artists who do not know how to program a computer (they are the majority) have to use an artist-oriented system. This system must offer the possibility of making most scenes of a computer-animated film. It must provide facilities for controlling main actor motions, virtual camera handling, lighting. In the case of a very complex motion, procedural models can be programmed by a programmer but it is essential that the control of this procedural model be assured by the animator in the interactive system. This means that the new motion has been added to the system that is then an extensible system. We have designed such a system (called MIRANIME) composed
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Fig. 1 Formation of the earth (from DREAM FLIGHT)  Fig. 2 Motion of a wheel (from NIRVANA)

Fig. 3 An explosion (from NIRVANA)
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of an animator-oriented system called CINEDIT and an animation sublanguage called CINEMIRA-2.

DESCRIPTION OF THE ANIMATOR-ORIENTED SYSTEM CINEDIT

This system allows the animator to specify a complete script without any programming. The animator can create actors with their motions and transformations as well as virtual cameras with their motions and characteristics. Decor can also be built interactively. Multiple light sources can be defined which can be moved around at will. Eight modes are defined in the system and there are specific commands for each mode:

1) Variable mode

This mode allows the animator to create constants and animated variables. Such variables are defined by an evolution law describing how their values are changing during a period of time. Among the available laws, there are Catmull laws and the main physical motions. These animated variables play a considerable role, because they drive the motion of actors, cameras and lights. For example, to define a point PT that turns from 0 to time 10 with a circular motion around an axis passing through the vector $<8,4,0>$ and plane normal vector $<0,0,1>$, with an angular velocity of 1 rad/sec and angular acceleration of 0 rad/sec$^2$ we type:

VEC, PT, A, 0, 0, 0
- defines point PT as a vector with an initial value.

LAW, MYLAW, MTVCIRC, 8,4,0,0,0,1,1,0
- defines the law MYLAW as a specific circular motion.

EVOLUTION, PT, MYLAW, 0,10
- associates the law to the point from time 0 to time 10.

2) Object mode

This mode offers the same possibilities to create objects as a limited 3D graphics editor does. In fact, basic objects must be built outside the animation system. But they can be modified in this object mode by rotations, translations, scaling and coloring.

3) Decor mode

This mode allows the animator to build a decor with objects and to display it in order to get an idea of its aspect.

4) Actor mode

This mode is the most important one. The animator defines actors (animated objects) and then gives a list of transformations which have to be applied to each actor. At present, 16 kinds of transformations are available including rotation, sizing, translation, shears, torsion, traction, flexion, stochastic transformation, color changing. The parameters of a transformation may be animated variables; the latter are also generally used to specify the time dependence. For example, in a rotation, the angle can be an animated real number and the direction of the axis can be an animated vector.

The number of transformations associated to an actor are not limited and the transformations are driven by the animated variables. For example, suppose we would like to perform the following transformations on a tree:

1) changing the size
2) having a flexion
3) changing the color from green to red.

This can be performed by the following commands:

ACTOR, TREE, TREEOBJ
- defines the actor tree with the object TREEOBJ as basis.

SIZE, TREE, V
- V is an animated vector which defines how the size is changing.

FLEXION, TREE, V1,V2,V3,V4
- V1,V2,V3 and V4 are flexion parameters.

COLOR, TREE, VC
- VC is an animated vector which changes from the HLS value of green to the HLS value of red according to a law.

5) Camera mode

In this mode, the animator can define one or several virtual cameras. Each camera has an eye point and an interest point which can be animated vectors. Moreover, clipping, spin, viewport and zoom can be specified for a camera as well as being animated. The eye point or the interest point of a camera can also follow the motion of a specific actor. By using several cameras at the same time, special effects like wipes can easily be achieved.

6) Light mode

In this mode, the animator can define one or several light sources and their motion(s).
7) Animation mode

This mode is the director's mode; starting time and duration of actors, cameras and decor are decided this way. It is also in this mode that shooting or playback is activated.

8) Control mode

This mode allows the animator to enter in other modes, to save or retrieve actors, cameras, decor or to obtain a list of the script under the form of an "abstract table" of all variables, laws, actors, transformations, cameras, lights and so on.

THE CINEMIRA-2 SUBLANGUAGE

Based on our experience with the CINEMIRA language in actor and camera data types (16), we have designed a sublanguage called CINEMIRA-2, less complex than CINEMIRA. This sublanguage is limited to the programming of entities to be used by CINEDIT; it is not possible to write a program in CINEMIRA-2. What is innovative with this approach is that an entity programmed in CINEMIRA-2 is directly accessible in CINEDIT. For example, an animator would like to introduce a transformation EXPLOSION in a scene where an actor CAR is running, has a crash and is destroyed by an explosion. The animator would like to control the EXPLOSION by parameters like the speed of the car V and the distance to an obstacle D. We assume that the animator does not know how to program. He asks a programmer to implement a transformation EXPLOSION (V,D) who does so. Then, the animator can define in the mode:

EXPLOSION, V, D

where V is an animated vector and D an animated real. Fig. 3 shows an explosion.

Apart from actor transformations, CINEMIRA-2 allows the programming of six kinds of entities:

1) animation blocks
2) laws
3) transformations
4) objects
5) subactors
6) cameras.

Commands in CINEDIT allow the animator to have access to these entities. These commands have parameters corresponding to the parameters of the entities defined in CINEMIRA-2. Types of parameters can be one of the following:

1) VECTOR
2) REAL
3) OBJ for graphical objects

4) ACT for actors
5) CAM for cameras.

An animation block is a subprogram executed at each frame.

e.g. block BALL (CENTER: VECTOR);
     var SPH: SPHERE;
     begin
       create SPH (CENTER,3);
     end;

The animator can activate a block in the editor by calling the command BLOCK, and then choose the parameters.

e.g. BLOCK, BALL, 10, 5, CENTER

where 10 is the activation time, 5 the duration time and CENTER an animated vector.

Laws can be defined in a similar way to functions in PASCAL. However, the type of function is necessarily REAL or VECTOR and these laws are functions of the time (CLOCK).

e.g. law MVTACC (SPDINIT, ACC: VECTOR):
     begin
       MVTACC := 0.5 * ACC * SQR (CLOCK) - SPDINIT * CLOCK
     end

These laws can then be used by the animator with the command LAW of the editor.

Procedural objects can be defined under the form of graphical types as already shown in (9,10), and can be modelled either as line-drawing objects or as 3D shaded objects. Fig. 4 and 5 show examples.

In the editor, the animator can create procedural objects and of course he can choose any parameter he wants by the command PROJECT.

Subactors can either be used as parts of an actor in the editor or as a complete actor. Synchronization between actors and subactors is assured by parameters. These parameters can be animated variables. For example, we can define, in the editor, an actor CAR with a velocity V. The car possesses 4 wheels which are subactors. These wheels have a rotation speed depending on the speed of the car. The wheels are implemented in CINEMIRA-2 under the form:

type WHEEL = subactor (CENTER, V: VECTOR)
     begin
       ...
       ...
     end;

In the editor, the CAR with animated wheels is created as:
Fig. 4 3D shaded objects implemented by graphical types

Fig. 5 3D shaded text implemented by graphical types
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CONCLUSION

CINEDIT is a three-dimensional animation system which requires no knowledge in computer science of its user. This does not mean that any person can sit down to the terminal and produce a complex computer-animated film in a short time. CINEDIT has been designed for animators and directors who are accustomed to design, motion and colors. The animator always has to prepare his/her script before using CINEDIT. However, when such a script is ready, when the role of all variables, actors, cameras, lights and décors has been defined, it is a straightforward task to use CINEDIT.

CINEDIT consists of a powerful set of commands and numerous predefined motions, laws and transformations. However, any director-oriented system has its limitations. With our approach, the artist can ask a programmer to write any procedural entity he/she needs and this entity can be controlled by the animator as a predefined entity. Consequently, our system offers both advantages of being user-oriented and extensible.
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Fig. 6: Organization of the extension process in MIRANIM
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